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Abstract The patrol scheduling problem is concerned with assigning security
teams to different stations for distinct time intervals while respecting a limited
number of contractual constraints. The objective is to minimise the total dis-
tance travelled while maximising the coverage of the stations with respect to
their security requirement levels. This paper introduces a hyper-heuristic strat-
egy focusing on generating diverse solutions for a bi-objective patrol scheduling
problem. While a variety of hyper-heuristics have been applied to a large suite
of problem domains usually in the form of single-objective optimisation, we
suggest an alternative approach for solving the patrol scheduling problem with
two objectives. An adaptive weighted-sum method with a variety of weight
schedules is used instead of a traditional static weighted-sum technique. The
idea is to reach more diverse solutions for different objectives. The empirical
analysis performed on the Singapore train network dataset demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach.
Keywords Hyper-heuristics · Bi-objective Optimisation · Patrol Scheduling
1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider the Patrol Scheduling Problem (PSP) on a train
network as studied in [10]. Hyper-heuristics have been previously used to solve
similar type of problems as the security personnel routing and rostering prob-
lem [14]. The objective of those problems is to assign a number of security
personnel to the sites where security is needed while respecting the contrac-
tual constraints of the personnel. Besides this rostering aspect of the problem,
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 routing is also critical due to travelling between different sites. Related to this
problem, the home care scheduling problem [15] which was solved by hyper-
heuristics, also involves routing and rostering characteristics. The goal is to
assign a group of carers to assist the people who need help at their homes. The
PSP presented in this paper is a bi-objective optimisation problem for assign-
ing a number of security teams to the train stations during a day. The first
objective is to minimise the total travelling time spent by the security teams.
The latter objective represents the coverage of the stations with respect to the
stations’ security requirements related to the station size and the passenger
density. A hyper-heuristic framework is proposed to solve this problem.
Hyper-heuristics [2] are high-level search and optimisation techniques for
managing a given set of heuristics or automatically generating heuristics. The
primary reason behind studying hyper-heuristics is their problem-independent
nature which separates the problem domain and the algorithm design compo-
nents. This characteristic is achieved by performing search at a higher level, i.e.
heuristic level, instead of a problem level. As a consequence, hyper-heuristics
promise a high level of generality for solving different kinds of problems under
varying search-related challenges. Hence, in principal, a hyper-heuristic can be
applied to any target problem with no additional effort. This brings a unique
advantage to hyper-heuristics in comparison to most of the existing search and
optimisation methods.
Hyper-heuristic designs are generally divided into two types: selection hyper-
heuristics and generation hyper-heuristics. The first type operates on a suite
of existing low-level heuristics that are implemented to solve a given problem.
The latter type aims at automatically building problem-specific heuristics, par-
ticularly via genetic programming [3,1] and hybridisation. This paper is con-
cerned with selection hyper-heuristics. A traditional selection hyper-heuristic
is composed of a heuristic selection method and a move acceptance criterion.
The selection method tries to choose the best heuristics at each decision step.
The acceptance part is required to evaluate the performance of these chosen
heuristics for deciding whether to accept or reject the solutions generated by
the heuristics.
Majority of existing hyper-heuristics aim at solving single-objective opti-
misation problems even though these problems could be multi-objective in
nature. The usual methodology to solve these multi-objective problems is to
consider them as single-objective optimisation problems by defining a weighted
sum of the objectives. Although this idea is reasonable to quickly deliver solu-
tions, it is likely to suffer from missing good solutions. Besides that, it is hard
to assign appropriate weights to the objectives since they are usually different
in metrics and their precise importance is unobvious. In this respect, a plau-
sible solution strategy would be to deliver a number of solutions forming a set
call pareto front [7]. A pareto front refers to a group of solutions that are non-
dominated considering all the objectives. Non-dominance of solutions mean
that none of these solutions are better in terms of all the objectives. Besides
the quality of the solutions with respect to each objective separately, it is crit-
ical to maintain some level of diversity to have a good pareto front. Providing
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 high diversity gives a high variety of solutions that can meet different needs.
In order to furnish such diverse solutions in a weighted-sum setting, a hyper-
heuristic framework with a number of weight adaptation schemes is proposed.
The experimental results on the PSP show the diversity performance of the
proposed approach.
The paper continues as follows. Section 2 defines the problem. Section 3
explains the hyper-heuristic approaches used to solve the problem. A detailed
experimental analysis is provided in Section 4. Section 5 finalises the paper
with a discussion and possible future research.
2 The Patrol Scheduling Problem
The Patrol Scheduling Problem (PSP) studied here is about addressing the
security personnel requirements of a train network composed a group of sta-
tions. Each train station needs a number of security teams that should be
present during different time periods. A PSP solution provides assignments of
the available security teams to the stations. The goal is to generate solutions
requiring short travels between a set of stations while providing better security
by taking the stations’ risks into account. The PSP with the first objective
aiming to minimise the travelling distance was studied in [10]. A real-world
dataset on the Singapore MRT network was used for the experiments. It was
shown in CPLEX failed to find a solution for this particular instance within
a reasonable amount of computation time. The problem was then solved by
considering each line as a separate problem. The PSP with the both objectives
was approached in [11], where an exact model was introduced.
Besides optimising the aforementioned objectives, a feasible PSP solution
should satisfy the following constraints:
– Each team can visit only one station during each time period
– Each station should be visited at least for a number of minimum visits
requested
– Each station should not be visited more than a number of maximum visits
requested
– Each station cannot be visited more than a single team during each time
period
– Stations visited by each team should be reachable from one station to the
next
– Break periods of each team should be respected
The PSP objectives are considered in the basic weighted-sum form as gen-
eralised in Equation 1. In the equation, wi refers to the weight for the objec-
tive oi. However, it is well known that the weighted sum approach suffers the
challenge to determine reasonable weights for the objectives. From the search
landscape perspective, changing the weights can result in a fitness function
converting a hard landscape to an easy one, or vice versa. It is hence a chal-
lenging task to determine what the weights should be in order to have a easy-
to-search landscape for a particular algorithm. Moreover, when different parts
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 of a landscape are separately analysed, it is even likely to see that different
weights can be useful for different parts. Our proposed strategy aims at easily
accessing distinct search regions which result in high solution diversity with
better solution quality.
n∑
i
wi × oi where
n∑
i
wi = 1 (1)
3 A Diversity-Oriented Hyper-heuristic Framework
We apply multi-objective selection hyper-heuristics for solving the bi-objective
PSP. In the literature, a limited number of hyper-heuristics were introduced for
the multi-objective optimisation, where each objective is separately considered.
TSRoulWheel [4] was introduced as a selection hyper-heuristic that learns the
right heuristics for optimising each objective. A genetic-programming based
hyper-heuristic was proposed for automatically generating heuristics to solve
the bounded-diameter minimum spanning tree problem in [9]. A population-
based Markov chain hyper-heuristic incorporating reinforcement learning was
proposed in [13]. Another population-based multi-objective hyper-heuristic
was studied to solve the 2D guillotine strip packing and 2D cutting stock
problems in [6]. A multi-objective version of a hyper-heuristic with choice
function was proposed in [12].
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Fig. 1 A multi-objective single-point search hyper-heuristic framework
Unlike the existing hyper-heuristic methods, we introduce a hyper-heuristic
framework targeting at solution diversity for multi-objective optimisation. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates our proposed framework. The framework is based on single-
point search selection hyper-heuristics which manages a set of given low-level
heuristics to deliver quick and high quality solutions while manipulating a
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Algorithm 1: A multi-objective hyper-heuristic framework
1 Solution initialisation: S ← Sinit
2 Check solution quality: Q = eval(S) where Q = {v, o1, o2, ..., on} and
f(S) =
∑n
j
wj × oj + v
v: violation, oj : solution quality wrt. objective j, wj : weight for the objective j
3 while !stoppingCriteria() do
4 Choose a LLHi
5 Generate a new solution: S′ ← LLHi(S)
6 Evaluate S′: Q′ = eval(S′) and f(S′)
78 if accept(f(S), f(S’)) then
9 S ← S′
10 updateParetoFront(S)
end
11 updateWeights(W )
end
single solution. We incorporate the idea of adaptive weights when a multi-
objective optimisation problem is to be solved. For the weight adaptation,
it is required to have one or more functions that provide update schedules.
Updating weights actually refer to changing the focus of a search. In other
words, if the weight of a particular objective is higher than other objectives,
the solutions found by an algorithm are likely to be better for this objective.
Thus, changing weights means changing the search direction of an algorithm.
For this process, three basic functions are used. In the bi-objective case, the
first function is Linear that sets the weight of the first objective to 1 and
the weight of the second objective is set to 0. The weights linearly changes
in the other direction over time. In the final phase of search, the first weight
becomes 0 while the second objective is set to 1. The second function, i.e.
sin180, simply updates the weights between 1-0-1 considering the spent time
for the 180 degrees of the Sine function. Hence, the objective focus starts from
the first objective, gradually moves to the second objective and comes back to
the first objective. The inverse case, i.e. cos180, applies the Cosine function
for updating the weights. Of course, updating weights at each iteration may
result in moving around a very small search region. That way, each update is
performed at each 1/50 time of the whole search process. Algorithm 1 explains
the steps of the complete framework in details.
For applying this framework, the simple random heuristic selection mecha-
nism [5] is combined with the great deluge move acceptance criterion [8] using
exponential diversification scheme. The selection method randomly chooses a
heuristic at each iteration. The acceptance criterion accepts better or equal
quality solutions and accepts worsening solutions w.r.t. the initial solution and
time. Algorithm 2 explains the acceptance procedure.
For initialisation, solutions are randomly constructed while taking some of
the constraints into account in order to deliver (near-)feasible solutions. In par-
ticular, station consecutiveness, break times and team availability information
were considered.
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Algorithm 2: Great deluge move acceptance
1 if f(S′) ≤ f(S) then
2 S ← S′
3 else if f(S′) ≤ f(Sinitial)× (tremaining/ttotal)2 then
4 S ← S′
end
7 low-level heuristics are implemented to solve the PSP. These heuristics
are detailed as follows:
– LLH 1: Change a randomly selected visit with another station
– LLH 2: Shift left visits from a randomly selected team and add a randomly
selected visit instead of last shifted visit while removing the first visit
– LLH 3: Shift right visits from a randomly selected team and add a ran-
domly selected visit instead of first shifted visit while removing the last
visit
– LLH 4: Change a randomly selected visit causing per station minimum
visit violation
– LLH 5: Change a randomly selected visit causing per station maximum
visit violation
– LLH 6: Swap two visits between two randomly selected team
– LLH 7: Swap two visits for a randomly selected team
4 Computational Results
The experiments are performed on an Intel i5 1.7 GHz PC with 4 GB of
memory. Each test is repeated for 10 times due to the stochastic nature of
the hyper-heuristics. Different execution time limits are used for the PSP in-
stances retrieved from the Singapore MRT network as shown in Figure 2. Table
1 presents these instances. Each of these instances is spread across 20 time pe-
riods. The first 4 instances represent separate lines. The EW+NS instance is
a combination of two lines and EW+NS+NE is composed of three lines as
stated in their instance names. The last instance, i.e. ALL, refers to the com-
plete train network involving all the aforementioned lines. 1 minute is set as
the running time for the first two instances. The execution time increases to
10 minutes for the next two instances and 30 minutes for the two subsequent
instances. The proposed approach is run for 1 hour on the ALL instance.
Table 2 provides the best objective values found on each objective. The
results indicate that there is no single weight adaptation scheme that will de-
liver the best performance. This is consistent with the underlying idea behind
hyper-heuristics where there is no single heuristic that always work well. In
this respect, a selection method for the update scheme or a learning method
to actually adapt the update scheme might be an effective way to resolve this
issue. The other way is to run all the update functions to deliver a pareto front
together, which refers to the method called Combined.
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Table 1 The patrol scheduling problem instances where the total number of periods is 20
(Per station: minimum number of visits = 1, maximum number of visits=2)
Instance #Teams #Stations
NE 3 16
CC 3 16
NS 5 25
EW 6 31
EW+NS 9 53
EW+NS+NE 12 67
ALL 14 79
Fig. 2 The Singapore MRT network
Table 2 Best objective values achieved for the total distance travelled and the coverage of
the stations w.r.t. their security team requirements (Distance|Coverage)
Instance Linear Cos180 Sin180 Combined
NE 15|367 15|325 15|361 15|367
CC 15|281 15|257 15|277 15|281
NS 25|947 25|955 25|954 25|955
EW 30|1009 30|1027 30|942 30|1027
EW+NS 47|1309 47|1379 47|1369 47|1379
EW+NS+NE 70|1893 71|1943 70|1958 70|1958
ALL 85|1693 80|1724 74|1685 74|1724
Figure 3 indicates the number of times when each station is visited in the
pareto solutions. The solutions reveal that a few stations are frequently visited
on certain time periods. For instance, the Raﬄes Place station that is used
by both the NS and EW lines, is visited 9 times during the time period 13 as
the highest frequently visited station on a single time period. It is additionally
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found
visited 7 times on the time period 2 and 6 times on the time period 3. However,
it is still possible to visit this particular station during 9 different time periods
due to the solution diversity provided by the proposed strategy. Among all
the stations, each station is visited at least 4 times considering the highest
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 visit frequency time periods like the City Hall station. The Serangoon station
which is a common station between the CC and NE lines, is visited during
11 different time periods, thus it can be considered the most flexible station
in terms of visiting time. Figure 4 shows clearer details about the number
of different time periods where each station visited. The results indicate that
diversity is achieved at the time period level by generating different patrol
schedules.
Figure 5 presents the pareto fronts found after using each objective weigh-
ing schedules and the one using all methods as black-box, i.e. Combined. The
results show that the linear schedule provides high diversity on both objec-
tives while the solutions are relatively low quality compared to both the cos180
and sin180 schedules. Since the cos180 schedule aims to minimise the distance
objective more, the solution quality in terms of this objective is better than
the rest. However, this approach provides diversity on the other objective.
Inversely, sin180 is able to deliver better solutions in terms of the coverage
objective and higher diversity for the distance objective. In the Combined ver-
sion, the pareto is composed of the solutions found both by using cos180 and
sin180.
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Fig. 5 Pareto fronts determined by different objective weighting schedules on the ALL
instance
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 Figure 6 shows the pareto solutions returned for the remaining instances.
The linear strategy delivers the best performance both on the NE and CC
instances. Although sin180 has a higher effect on the combined pareto front
of the NS instance, the combined pareto front consists of the solutions from
all these weight schedule schemes. For the EW instance, the final pareto front
blends the linear and cos180 solutions. All these three methods contribute to
the pareto front of the EW+NS instance while the linear and sin180 schedules
provide pareto solutions on the EW+NS+NE instance. As discussed on the
numerical results, these pareto fronts indicate that there is no single weight
adaptation strategy for high level solution diversity as well as a better pareto
front. Thus, combining different weight adaptation schemes in a black-box
form, i.e. Combined, is an effective way to overcome this issue. However, this
doesn’t necessarily mean that there is no a single mathematical function that
can deliver similar or better pareto fronts.
5 Conclusion
This paper studies the problem of generating diverse schedules for the bi-
objective patrol scheduling problem. We propose an approach for incorporat-
ing objective weight schedules or adaptation schemes that change over time
as a single-point search selection hyper-heuristic framework. The idea is to
change the objective focus by updating the objectives’ weights while solving a
given problem instance. The weight updating process is handled by incorpo-
rating basic mathematical functions. Besides independently using these func-
tions, a combined approach is additionally proposed to deliver a better overall
performance. Experimentally, we evaluated the performance in terms of solu-
tion diversity among the resulting pareto solutions. We performed empirical
analysis on a real-world dataset for the Singapore rail network, and our re-
sults indicated that the weights are extremely critical for diversity. Among the
tested weight update schemes, there is no a single scheme which always works
well. Thus, choosing the right scheme can be considered another interesting
selection problem for hyper-heuristics research. However, we showed that the
combined strategy using the strengths of multiple update schemes addressed
this issue reasonably well.
Our future research will be about incorporating better weight update schemes
using different functions, not just for patrol scheduling, or potentially for any
multi-objective optimization problem where solution diversity is the key con-
cern. The test domains will also be extended to those with more than two
objectives to evaluate the generality of our approach. Finally, a distributed
version of this approach will be devised to take advantage of using multiple
machines.
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